Temporary termination omitted from detail for clarity

Poured in place concrete wall

When Paraseal LG is installed against pile fill each "crotch" with concrete grout first.

Secure with pins and washers located at 24" O.C. and wide crown box staples located at 3" O.C.

Superstop Waterstop

Augered pile (relatively smooth)

Augered pile (rough and irregular)

TREMDrain (as specified)

Optional technique: Sand fill behind exterior grade plywood at rough piles.

3/4" min treated exterior grade plywood at rough piles and anchored every 12" O.C. max.

All Paraseal LG seams shall lap 4" min.

Paraseal LG starter strip extending 6" min. below top of footing. Bentonite side facing installer

NOTE: Paraseal products require a min of 24 PSF of compaction/confine ment in order to function as designed.